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ABSTRACT

A new tomography dedicated to detailed studies of the fast electron bremsstrahlung

emission in the hard x-ray (HXR) energy range between 20 and 200 keV during lower hybrid (LH)

current drive experiments on the TORE SUPRA tokamak [Equipe TORE SUPRA, in

Proceedings of the 15th Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research,

Seville (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1995), 1, AIEA-CN-60 / Al-5, p. 105] is

presented. Radiation detection is performed by cadmium telluride (CdTe) semiconductors, which

have most of the desirable features for a powerful diagnosing of magnetically confined hot

plasmas - compact size, high x-ray stopping efficiency, fast timing characteristics, good energy

resolution, no sensitivity to magnetic field, reasonable susceptibility to performance degradation

from neutron/y-induced damages. This instrument is made of two independent cameras viewing a

poloidal cross-section of the plasma, with respectively 21 and 38 detectors. A coarse

spectrometry - 8 energy channels - is carried out for each chord, with an energy resolution of 20

keV. The spatial resolution in the core of the plasma is 4-5 cm, while the time sampling may be

lowered down to of 2-4 ms. Powerful inversion techniques based on maximum entropy or

regularization algorithms take fully advantage of the large number of line-integrated measurements

for very robust estimates of the local HXR profiles as a function of time and photon energy. A

detailed account of main characteristics and performances of the diagnostic is reported, as well as

preliminary results on LH current drive experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The achievement and control of steady state fusion plasmas with economically relevant

performances is one of the major challenge in the next decades for tokamak physics. With

superconducting toroidal coils, active heat and particles control systems, and a large available

choice of heating methods, the TORE SUPRA1 tokamak is especially well designed for this

purpose.

High-density steady-state tokamak operation with active controls of heat, particles,

impurity fluxes and current density profiles raise several questions on the route to achieve such

plasmas, and their ability to be driven by external feedback control systems for improved

stability and performances.2'3 Among scenarios identified to have the potential for high plasma

pressure and confinement steady-state operation, the negative or very low central magnetic shear

regime is likely one of the most attractive.4*6 The simultaneous achievement of a reduced internal

transport, a high toroidal beta and a large fraction of bootstrap current makes possible to foresee a

competitive fusion scheme with low enough external power requirements to sustain such self-

organized discharges. Recent progresses in these operational regimes have emphasized the role

played by profiles in the formation of these discharges, and in the understanding of improved

confinement and stability limits. From both experimental and theoretical investigations, it turns

out that optimized tokamak performances require an accurate control of the current density

profile throughout the plasma, in relation with the stabilizing effect of magnetic shear on

turbulence, and several MHD modes.6'7

During last twenty years, extensive studies have been carried out to identify efficient non-

inductive methods for tailoring the density profile of the toroidal current which flows in tokamak

plasmas, by launching a radio frequency wave.8 However, despite their potential performances,

only few of them are attractive in terms of current drive efficiency and power handling flexibility.

Up to now, best experimental results in reactor relevant conditions have been obtained by

launching a lower hybrid (LH) wave with an electrostatic polarization.19"13 Since the phase



velocity of the wave is close to the electron run-away threshold, resonant electrons are weakly

collisional. They may drive therefore a high parallel momentum along the toroidal magnetic field

direction, and a net plasma current may be driven with a high efficiency. By an appropriate

conversion of the LH wave energy into poloidal field energy, plasma current diffusion has been

thus slowed down significantly after the current ramp-up phase and a transient negative magnetic

shear configuration was sustained during several seconds on JT60-U.13 Much in the same way,

application of LH power has allowed to control the shape of the plasma current in the ramp-up

phase on JET,14 leading to improved plasma performances ascribed to the onset of an internal

energy transport barrier.15

On TORE SUPRA, genuine steady-state discharges have been obtained routinely with the

LH wave, characterized by a flattening of the safety factor profile in the core of the plasma, an

increase of the internal inductance /, and a global improved confinement.1617 An unexpected rise of

the core electron temperature is sometimes observed few seconds after the LH power is turned

on, and this new regime is ascribed to the onset of an energy transport barrier for electrons in the

plasma region where central magnetic shear is low. Though the experimental phenomenology may

be explained by a transport analysis with such an assumption,18 a direct evidence of a barrier has

never been observed clearly. Indeed, its existence is a mere consequence of the modeling of the LH

current drive, which predicts usually a rather off-axis power absorption and hollow non-

inductive current density profiles for corresponding plasma parameters. The reasonable agreement

which is obtained between the time dynamics of the current density profile, the non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emission profiles measured in the photon energy range 50-100 keV and

predictions of the LH power deposition given by wave diffusion or ray-tracing codes coupled

with a Fokker-Planck solver,19'20 should not hide that a large part of the LH power absorbed in

the core of the plasma may still be missed. The fraction of LH power which does not contribute

to drive a current in the plasma may play a significant role in the direct central electron heating,

without a signature on the time evolution on the magnetic measurements. Moreover, the poor

radial resolution of the hard x-ray (HXR) diagnostic and the broad photon energy response of the



detectors make an accurate determination of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission in the core

of the plasma very difficult below 50 keV.21 Finally, all code predictions are based on

oversimplified modeling of physical processes which take place in the plasma, even if refined

numerical techniques are used. Therefore, the lack of accurate experimental determination of the

LH power deposition profile leads to a large uncertainty on the actual existence of an energy

transport barrier for electrons during stationary negative magnetic shear regimes sustained by the

LH wave on TORE SUPRA, a critical issue in the course of a control of improved steady-state

plasmas.

Despite numerous experimental efforts, an accurate determination of the radial localization

of the LH power absorption remains still an unsolved problem, even if some trends have been

well identified. Recent LH current drive experiments performed at low power levels on the TdeV

tokamak,22 in plasma conditions similar to those corresponding to shear reversal experiments

sustained by the LH wave on TORE SUPRA, have thus emphasized on the possible difference

between radial dependences of the LH power deposition and the non-inductive current density.23

In poor central wave accessibility conditions, the x-ray emission is off-axis between 80 and 100

keV as expected from predictions given by ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck calculations. However,

HXR profiles becomes peaked as far as lower energies are concerned, even if the thermal

contribution is completely negligible. Such an observation has several similarities with the quasi-

instantaneous rise of the central electron temperature when the LH power is turned on during

current drive experiments,24 though off-axis power deposition is predicted. This paradox has led

to greatly overestimate the radial diffusion rate of the fast electrons which are in resonance with

the LH wave.25 As shown for TORE SUPRA, power deposition profiles deduced from the

modeling of LH current drive experiments may be highly sensitive to small perturbations,26 and

energy transport simulations based only on such numerical predictions are subject to great

uncertainties or possible misinterpretations of the dominant physical processes which occur in

the plasma.27 Therefore, the need of new and refined experimental studies becomes critical to

identify accurately the radial shape of the LH power deposition profile, and how modifications of



the plasma equilibrium may change transport properties. Such an ambitious goal requires high

standards for plasma diagnostics in order to get a reliable and comprehensive experimental

database, in terms of time, space and energy resolutions.

Among all possible methods which may be foreseen, measurements of the non-thermal

bremsstrahlung in the hard x-ray (HXR) range of energy is likely the more efficient tool for this

type of investigation, as it offers a quite direct insight of the fast electron tail sustained by the LH

wave. It is the purpose of the present work to provide a detailed description of the HXR

tomographic system which has been installed recently on the TORE SUPRA tokamak. In Sec. II,

a short review of non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission measurements on tokamaks is carried out,

and the technological choices are justified. After a description of the experimental set-up in Sec.

Ill and data acquisition system in Sec. IV, main performances of the diagnostic are presented in

Sec. V. In Sec. VI, some preliminary results are discussed, including LH-assisted ramp-up

experiments and negative magnetic shear configuration. Finally, a summary is provided in Sec.

VII.



II. MEASUREMENT OF THE NON-THERMAL BREMSSTRAHLUNG EMISSION

A. Review of HXR measurements during LH experiments

Since the very beginning of non-inductive LH current drive experiments in tokamaks, it has

been recognized that hard x-ray emission provides a considerable amount of informations on the

build-up of the suprathermal electron distribution function, and therefore on the LH wave

propagation and absorption.28"30 The photon emission process allows to recover not only the

range of energies up to which fast electrons are accelerated by the wave, but also details of the

momentum dynamics, as a consequence of the relativistic angular anisotropy in the direction of

non-thermal electron flow.21 Hence, in addition to radial investigations which give details on the

localization of these electrons in the configuration space, angular scans have been also performed

in opposite direction of the plasma current, in order to estimate this anisotropy.28"30 As interest

for non-inductive current drive regimes progressively grew, sophisticated and powerful hard x-ray

diagnostics have been designed, in particular for main large sized tokamaks like JET,31 JT60-U,32

and TORE SUPRA.21 Recently, a medical camera with an array of 128x128 germanium diodes

viewing the plasma along the toroidal direction has been installed on PBX-M, thus increasing

substantially usual time and space resolutions in the determination of the non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emission, as compared to standard techniques currently used on other tokamaks.33

Even if the latter experimental approach is likely the most attractive method in the field of

HXR measurements, some technical constraints may hinder its application to other machines. For

an accurate image reconstruction, a full observation of a poloidal cross-section of the plasma is

required, and the need of a very large port access is therefore critical. This condition must be

fulfilled for an unambiguous data analysis, because of the intricate mixing of interesting physical

quantities which results from toroidal curvature, field-line direction, angular emission anisotropy

and line-averaged integration. Moreover, both the reduction of noise induced by neutrons or y-

rays, and the image distortion which results from the perturbation of the x-ray intensifier tube by
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the ambiant magnetic field, require efficient shielding techniques. The size of the diagnostic may

therefore increase to an unacceptable level as compared to the reduced space usually available in

the vicinity of atoms. Finally, an additional drawback of this method is the very rough estimate

of the photon energy spectrum of the bremsstrahlung emission by the absorber foil technique.

Though a fine multichannel analysis, like in standard nuclear radiation spectroscopy, is out of

interest for a spectrum which is a continuous function of the photon energy, its determination

should be however accurate enough for a robust estimate of the LH power deposition profile

during current drive experiments, especially in the energy domain where the spectral gap is

bridged.19 Therefore, even if this approach represents an important breakthrough in measurements

of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission on tokamaks, all reasons mentionned above lead to

give up using such a diagnostic on TORE SUPRA. Instead, a tomography with a spectrometry of

the photon energy for each line-of-sight is considered, a standard method which has proved its

robustness for accurate quantitative measurements on large tokamaks, and detailed comparison

with code predictions.31

B. Photon energy domain

The design of an appropriate HXR tomographic system is a trade-off between physics

requirements, and severe technical contraints which result from the reduced area in the vicinity of

the torus, the strong ambient varying magnetic field, and high neutron and y-rays fluxes due to D-

D fusion reactions. The ultimate goal is to determine fast electron density profiles as a function of

their kinetic energy with a fine radial scale, in particular in the core of the plasma, a critical region

for magnetic shear reversal scenarios. Moreover, the temporal resolution must allow to estimate

directly main characteristic time scales, which may arise from collisional slowing-down, possible

ohmic electric field acceleration and radial diffusivity of fast electrons, as well as plasma current

diffusion.



Performances of the diagnostic are caracterized by three parameters, Ar, At and Ahv which

give respectively a measure of the spatial, temporal and energy resolutions of the instrument.

Here, h is the Planck constant and v the radiation frequency. From their values, it is possible to

determine the type of detectors which is adequate, their arrangement in the cameras, shielding

techniques against all sources of noise, and ancillary equipments for pulse processing and

counting.

The interesting range of energy of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission is a direct

consequence of the launched LH power spectrum. With a gaussian shape peaked at values varying

between n//peak = 1.4 and 2.3 for different phasing between waveguides/4 where «// = ck//co is the

parallel component of the refractive index of the LH wave along the magnetic field-line direction,

resonant electrons which interact by Landau damping may be accelerated up to energies E of the

order of 200 keV. Though a fraction of this electronic population may be also accelerated to much

higher energies by a residual ohmic electric field, an investigation of its momentum and spatial

dynamics is out of interest since it is not fully representative of the LH power absorption alone.

As a consequence, the study of the HXR emission is restricted to hvmax - 200 keV, since the

bremsstrahlung energy spectrum is a continuum with photon energies hv that extend as high as

the electron kinetic energy itself, hv <E?5

The lower energy bound of the HXR domain of study results from the condition that

measured energy spectra must be continuous, in order to simplify data analysis and comparison

between experimental observations and model predictions. Since most of high-Z materials used in

the torus are chromium {ZCr = 24), manganese (ZMn = 25), iron (ZFe = 26), nickel (ZNi = 28) and

copper (ZCu = 29),36 Ka lines of these heavy impurities in the H-like ionization state produce

distinct peaks in the x-ray spectrum at energies EKa (ke V) = 13. 6x 10"3Z2

ranging between 7.86 and 11.43 keV respectively. Therefore, taking hvmm = 20 keV for the lower

boundary leads to enough margins for robust operating conditions of the instrument. It is assumed

that a possible plasma contamination by molybdenum (ZM= 42, Eka = 24 keV) from the stainless



steel used in TORE SUPRA will remain always marginal, which turns out to be the case in almost

all plasma conditions.

C. Weak plasma emissivity and performances of the x-ray spectrometry

Numerous standard spectrometry techniques are available to measure the HXR emission

between 20 and 200 keV, mostly based on scintillators or semiconductors, as shown in Tab. 1,

where key properties of main x-ray detectors are summarized.37 However, the fairly low plasma

emissivity in this photon energy range, whatever the input LH power level, leads to strong

limitations for a simultaneous achievement of both high time, space and energy resolutions.

Indeed, it is observed experimentally that during standard LH-driven current drive experiments on

TORE SUPRA, pulse spectra dNfl^=n/2)/dtdhv at hv= 100 keV never exceed 300 s^keV"1 for

a line-of-sight probing the core of the plasma in a perpendicular direction with respect to the

toroidal magnetic field direction.21 Here, dhv is the width of photon energy domain and dt the

time interval. Corresponding plasma conditions are namely helium gas (Z = 2) , plasma current Ip

= 1.6 MA, magnetic field on axis Bo = 3.9 T, central line-averaged electron density ne0 ~ 3.5 10+19

m"3, central electron temperature Te0 ~ 3.0 keV, ion effective charge Zeff =2.8, and at a LH input

power level of PLH~ 2.5 MW.

Taking into account of the geometrical arrangement of the former hard x-ray diagnostic,21

and neglecting all sources of instrumental distortion between pulses and photon energy spectra,

the line-averaged density of photons emitted per solid angle dQ along the direction q> = n/2 does

not exceed dnh^(p= ^ll)ldQdtdhv * 10+5 cm"3 str 'V'keVl at hv = 100 keV. Therefore, at this

low level, statistical fluctuations of the signal come fully into play for the design of the diagnostic,

since time, space and energy resolutions are primarily determined by error prediction.

If the number of pulses Nhv, recorded during the time interval At in the energy channel

hv±Ahv/2, and along a given direction of observation q> with an mean radial resolution Ar in the
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core of the plasma, is to be estimated with a relative standard deviation | ANhv\/Nhv < a, it can be

shown that At, Ar and Ahv must be linked by the relation

2 1

At ArAhv > H = = 7t/2)ldQdtdhv\L ad

where D is the distance between the detector and the centre of the plasma, L the total length of

the line of sight inside the plasma, and ad the size of the detector. The main assumption used to

derive this formula is that the counting experiment follows Poisson statistics, i.e.

I^Vfcvl= s/^hv -3? Moreover, for the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that both collimators and

detectors have square shapes, so that in the limit ad < ——- ac , where ac is the size of the

diaphragm and d its distance to the detector, the radial resolution Ar may be defined as the width

of the central zone of the plasma viewed by a ponctual detector through the collimating aperture,

Ar = — ac, while the geometrical factor, which takes place in the calculations, is given by the well

acad
known ratio —r- • Therefore, it is not possible to achieve accurate resolutions simultaneously in

d

the three fields of investigation of the diagnostic, and a trade-off has to be found between the level

of details required by physical interest and the statistical uncertainty associated to measurements.

D. Time resolution

An estimate of the time sampling At can be deduced from the slowing-down time scale rsd

of 100 keV electrons for plasma parameters given as a reference in the previous section. With rsd

~ 5-10ms,38 accurate time-dependent measurements require an integration of the photon flux

impinging detectors during less than At = 5 ms. By considering that a relative accuracy a ~ 0.1 is

an upper acceptable limit, the true rate of photons to be detected is Vzlrcr = 20 kHz, and the

counting rate capability of the instrument must exceed 200 kHz to avoid significant pile-up
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distortion. As a consequence, according to usual operating conditions in x-ray spectrometry,

pulse rise time of the detector must be lower than 6 = 0.5(J.s, taking as a rule of thumb that

shaped pulse length of the counting system is of the order of IOXO?1 This result rules out the

possibility to use cesium iodide scintillators either coupled with photomultipliers or a silicon

photodiodes. Indeed, even if this material has a high x-ray stopping efficiency between 20 and

200 keV, its light decay time close to 4|LLS is far too slow to fulfill the required time resolution

(see Tab. 1).

E. Radial resolution and global design of the instrument

An evaluation of the appropriate radial resolution Ar of the diagnostic is a more subtile

exercice, since no well defined physical criterion may be considered like for At, leading to some

arbitrariness in the design of the instrument.

If a high spatial redundancy, which acts as a local spatial averaging, is a primary condition

for an efficient use of powerful numerical inversion techniques - like regularization or maximum

entropy - to determine the local bremsstrahlung emission from noisy line-integrated data, then Ar

must be as small as possible. However, the main limitation is the impact of a very large number of

chords on the global cost of the diagnostic, and a trade-off has to be found in the determination of

the optimized radial accuracy.

A first argument is based on numerical ray-tracing simulations of TORE SUPRA LH

experiments,21'26 which nearly all predict non-monotonic power deposition profiles. Therefore, in

order to carry out pertinent benchmarks of LH wave models against experimental observations, a

well designed instrument should be able to identify without ambiguity possible sharp radial

structures, a condition which set the lower limit for the radial resolution to Ar = 5 cm

approximately.

The radial scale of the plasma turbulence, which is observed experimentally to be a few

centimeters on TORE SUPRA,39 is a second qualitative argument to support a radial resolution of
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the order of 5 cm. This value is therefore considered as a strong condition in the design of the

geometrical arrangement of the detectors, and the position of the cameras with respect to the

plasma.

With Ar = 5 cm and a circular plasma cross-section of 160 cm diameter like on the TORE

SUPRA tokamak, the number of lines-of-sight per camera lies between 30 and 40. As a

consequence, the use of compact detectors with high x-ray stopping efficiency for photons of

energies hv ranging between 20 and 200 keV is critical, in order to keep sizes of the instrument at

reasonable levels, owing to the lack of space in the vicinity of the torus. The fulfillment of such a

condition leads to reject use of scintillators coupled with photomultipliers, because of the space

consuming magnetic shielding, as well as all semiconductors which require a complex cooling

system at nitrogen liquid temperature. Therefore, as shown in Tab. 1, it turns out that only one

type of detector has the appropriate properties for the diagnostic, namely the cadmium telluride

semiconductor (CdTe) which can operate at room temperature and is intrinsically not sensitive to

a magnetic field.

Aside from the advantage to design a compact tomographic system, the possibility to use

thin CdTe detectors because of their high x-ray stopping efficiency may lead to a strong reduction

of the background noise induced by thermonuclear neutrons and secondary y rays as compared to

large size detectors. The noise level is indeed roughly proportional to the volume of the detector.

Thus, operating margins of the instrument may be considerably increased, leading to the

interesting possibility of accurate measurements of the fast electron bremsstrahlung x-ray

emission in combined high power heating regimes, even if the neutron yield is large. With such a

flexibility, investigations of original advanced tokamak scenarios may be foreseen, without the

need of a large and expensive specific neutron shielding structure.

The possibility to follow this non-standard approach for operating under high neutron and

secondary y-ray fluxes has been adressed experimentally on TORE SUPRA, by a careful

comparison between measurements carried out with a large BGO scintillator used with the former

diagnostic,21 and a CdTe detector of small size.40 The thickness of the CdTe has been chosen to be
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2 mm so that x-ray stopping efficiency falls down rapidly for photons with an energy larger than

200 keV (Fig. 1). Indeed, it turns out that most prompt y rays which result from neutron

interactions in common materials or captures of thermal neutrons by cadmium have an energy

larger than 200 keV.41 In addition, the cut-off like behavior above this energy threshold makes

possible to reduced the signature of the line emission observed at hv = 511 keV, which may be

ascribed to recombinations of electron-positron pairs created by interactions of high-energy y rays

in the lead shielding box surrounding detectors.40 With a square surface of 25 mm2, the background

noise is estimated to be only 5 counts.keV^.s"1 between 20 and 200 keV for 10+14 neutrons.s"1

produced by deuterium-deuterium fusion reactions, which gives therefore comfortable margins for

high power plasma experiments.40 This result, which has been obtained with a 100 mm thick lead

shielding box, since the former diagnostic was designed to record up to 1 MeV photons,21 may be

significantly improved by optimizing the lead thickness itself for the 20-200 keV energy domain.

Indeed, because of the close vicinity between the detector and lead box, its effective solid angle for

the the y-ray produced in the shielding structure by neutron inelastic scattering is large, increasing

therefore the probability for undesirable radiations to intercept the sensitive area. With a 2 cm

thick lead box around the detectors, an acceptable trade-off is found between the y rays

production which is roughly proportional to the amount of matter, and the x-ray stopping

efficiency for 200 keV photons given in Fig. 2.

Finally, it is interesting to notice that no specific noise due to the extremely large n/y

capture cross-section of thermal neutrons by cadmium has been identified experimentally.40 This

result is an important assessment to use CdTe detectors. It is the consequence of two effects: in

the very neighborhood of the fast neutron source, i.e. the plasma, the "slow" neutron population

produced by scattering in all the metallic structures of the tokamak whose energy is less than 0.5

eV, is fairly negligible as compared to the "fast" one. Moreover, the concrete of the torus hall,

which acts as a neutron moderator, is also a sink for thermal neutrons because of the boron within

this material.42
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E. Energy resolution

Since bremsstrahlung emission is a continuum with photon energy hv, the requirement of a

high energy resolution Ah vis not critical. However, if the number of energy channels is too small,

the photon temperature Tph that characterizes the exponential-like decrease of energy spectra in

LH current drive experiments may be systematically underestimated,21 leading to large errors in

the determination of the shape of the fast electron distribution function in momentum space.43 It

turns out that a number of four energy channels represents an ultimate lower bound for a coarse

spectrometry, as shown in JET experiments.31

Since time and space resolutions are main parameters to design the tomography, Ahv is

adjusted so that condition At Ar2Ahv>H defined in Sec. II.C is fulfilled. In the calculations, ad is

set to 0.5 cm, which corresponds to a standard size for CdTe detectors, but also to the size of the

test detector used to assess its performances in the TORE SUPRA environment,40 while the

distance D between the flange and plasma edge is of the order of 250 cm. With At = 5 ms, Ar = 5

cm, a = 0.1, dnh^(p= K/2)IdQdtdhv ~ 10+5 cm"3 str'V'keV"1 and L = 160 cm, Ahv must

exceed 13 keV. Therefore, a spectrometry with 8 energy channels of width Ahv = 20 keV

between 20 and 200 keV, is fully consistent with highly resolved HXR measurements in time and

space simultaneously.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUMENT

A. General configuration

The tomography of the hard x-ray bremsstrahlung emission is carried out by two

independent pinhole cameras with 59 lines-of-sight, as shown in Fig. 3. The "horizontal" camera

(HC) with respect to the equatorial mid-plane of the torus, has 21 detectors, which allows to

observe mainly the upper half of the plasma, five of them viewing the lower one. With the

"vertical" camera (VC), a full observation of the plasma may be carried out by 38 detectors,

whatever its geometrical configuration. As indicated in Fig. 3, chords of the horizontal camera are

labeled from 1 (bottom side) to 21 (top side), and from 22 (high field side) to 59 (low field side)

for the vertical camera. This rule is kept throughout the paper.

The use of two distinct cameras enhances the spatial redundancy of the HXR

measurements by covering the plasma poloidal cross-section with lines-of-sight of various

inclinations, which is favorable for a well conditionning of the Abel inversion matrix. Furthermore,

the presence of two cameras allows to identify some interesting physical phenomena like

radiation emission from a localized part of the wall, oscillations of plasma position, or possible

departures from the supposed poloidal symmetry of the bremsstrahlung emission, which is a key

point for local profile reconstruction.

Even if the vertical and horizontal cameras are not placed at the same toroidal position,

both are viewing the plasma along an exact poloidal cross-section. This configuration, which

results from the lack of place around the torus, allows however to identify possible variations of

the the perpendicular x-ray emission along the toroidal direction. On the other hand, a successful

profile reconstruction, using data from the two cameras, provides a robust benchmark that plasma

HXR emission is dominant and axisymmetric, while all undesirable contributions to the signal,

like neutrons, yrays or radiations arising from local plasma-wall interactions, are negligible.
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B. Global characteristics of the cameras

Even if each camera has a different number of detectors, both are designed with similar

geometrical and technical characteristics, in order to minimize uncertainties in the data analysis.

Therefore, except when it is specified, all details which are presented, are shared by both

instruments.

The two cameras are installed in front of an aluminium vacuum window (circular shape, (j)

= 15 cm, lmm thick), which is nearly transparent for hard xrays between 20 and 200 keV. As

shown in Fig. 4, the horizontal camera is hanging from the flange by four independent arms, and a

ceramic joint is put on each arm to provide a full electrical insulation between the cameras and the

tokamak. This mechanical system is very convenient to align precisely each camera along the

desired direction. In addition, once its final position is found, it may be removed and reinstalled

with the same accuracy, without requirement of any new fine adjustments. Such an advantage

makes this camera a very flexible tool, in particular for a possible use on other tokamaks. The

clamping system of the vertical camera is similar, but its design is specifically adapted to the

vertical port Q05B. The high accuracy of geometrical alignments for both cameras is confirmed

experimentally. When plasma conditions correspond to an isotropic bremsstrahlung emission

(Maxwellian electron distribution function), line-integrated profiles are peaked at chord 6 for the

horizontal camera, and chord 42 for the vertical one, as expected from numerical calculations

taking into account of the radial Shafranov shift; of the flux surfaces (Fig. 5).

Both cameras have a very compact shape, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Overall external

dimensions (length x width x thickness) of HC and VC are respectively (80.2 cm x 26.4 cm

x 14.0 cm) and (81.9 cm x 44.0 cm x 14.0 cm). Passive shielding against non-collimated radiations

is provided by 2 cm of lead which has been homogeneously cast in one piece in between 0.5 cm of

stainless steel. Besides its contribution to the global mechanical rigidity of the cameras, stainless

steel contributes also to reduce the fluorescence yield of lead.37 Except for the cable ouput at the

rear side, which is far from the detectors, and the collimating aperture in front of the cameras, a
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full radiation shielding is carried out. In particular, the door is specially shaped with interlocking

surfaces for this purpose (Fig. 6). The conical-like shape of the structure between the diaphragm

and the support of the detectors allows a great saving of matter, which is favourable to minimize

fast neutron interactions with the mechanical and shielding structures as compared to a simple

square box. An additional advantage of this configuration is the enhanced radiation shielding

efficiency. Indeed, the apparent thickness of lead exceeds 7 cm for the horizontal camera for very

energetic radiations directly arising from the plasma and impinging the cameras with a direction

roughly parallel to their axis of symmetry. Since the total amount of matter is fairly reduced, the

weight of both cameras is unusually small for a HXR tomographic system (HC: ~ 80 kg, VC: ~

120 kg).

The pinhole configuration, which is a standard method in tomography,44 is chose because

it minimizes the systematic error due to possible deviations of the relative positionning of the

detectors, a critical requirement for careful HXR profile reconstructions. Detectors are fixed on a

ring shaped support of radius 50.2 cm in stainless steel as shown in Fig. 7, in order to reduce the

decrease of the apparent collection surface for detectors located far away from the camera axis.

The support is hollow to ensure cable connections between detectors and inboard electronic cards

which are placed on a joint epoxy support in the rear side. In such a way, no electrical loops may

take place because of the geometrical configuration of the supports, in order to avoid a possible

torque in presence of a varying magnetic field. The presence of a cavity inside the detector's

support allows also to reduce a useless amount of matter in the close vicinity of the detectors,

which may contribute to generate significant noise under a large neutron flux.

Because of the fairly high electrical impedance of CdTe, a radio-frequency shield in

aluminium is put in front of all detectors (Fig. 7). Its thickness is 0.5 mm in the vicinity of the

sensitive area, and 1 mm elsewhere for mechanical rigidity. Besides the strong reduction of noise

of low level provided by a uniform electrical equipotential to ground, this shield offers also a good

protection of the detectors against hazardous handling.
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All inboard electronic cards are clamped on the epoxy support, as shown in Fig. 7. They

are designed in such a way the charge preamplifier is less than 2 cm from the detector to avoid

occurrence of undesirable noises along the electrical path, a conventional configuration in x-ray

spectrometry.37 In addition, the two gold wires, which link the CdTe sensitive area to the

preamplifier are twisted together, for cancelling possible currents induced by ambiant varying

magnetic fields (Fig. 8). The differential driver used to transmit signals over several meters to

pulse shapers, is put in the rear side of the electronic card, an arrangement which avoid cross-talks

between different stages of signal processing. All cards are also metallized for reducing possible

large variations of voltages from card to card, an additional care to ensure that no signal distortion

may take place. Such a conservative approach is highly recommended, because of the large

number of electronics cards in a very reduced space. Moreover, a permanent active air circulation

is provided inside the two cameras, and temperature is maintained at a reasonable level, i.e. T ~

50°C.

Once x-ray detectors and electronic cards have been installed on their respective supports,

they can be plugged into their respective cameras as a single mechanical object (Figs. 6 and 7). A

three-dimensionnal self-positionning is obtained by a reference surface on which the detecting

system is fixed, and a stop pin. All cards may be electrically connected on their rear sides to

cables (signal and power supply) by the way of a fixed connecting card which is permanently

clamped inside each camera. This modular configuration is very convenient for an easy

maintenance, a critical condition when a large number of detectors is used, like in tomography.

Because of its small size (2 mm thick, square surface of 25 mm2), each CdTe detector is

stuck on a thin rectangular piece of epoxy which is fixed itself on the ring shaped support by two

screws (Fig. 8). This method allows to align precisely all the detectors, a crucial requirement for

accurate profile reconstructions. Detectors are regularly spaced on the support, with an angular

step of 0.95 deg. Since the radius of the support is 50.2 cm, the distance between centers of

neighboring detectors is approximately 8.3 mm. Though detectors are placed very closely, the

probability that a high energy photon could be scattered off from one detector and absorbed by
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its neighbor is very small. Since both cadmium (Z = 48) and tellure (Z = 52) are high-Z elements,

Compton events are indeed unlikely as compared to the photoelectric absorption process.37

Compton scattering of photons whose energies are much larger than the upper limit hvmax = 200

keV, of the domain of interest may take place, but it is expected to be almost negligible on

measurements, because of the exponential decrease of the number of photons as a function of

their energy. In addition, the probability of perpendicular or back scattering from the support

itself is very weak, as a consequence of the angular anisotropy of the Compton cross-section

(forward peaking), which results from relativistic effects at these energies.36

In front of the cameras, a manually removable diaphragm with a square cross-section can

be placed in a specially designed cavity, which provides also an accurate self-alignment. A choice

of three different apertures - 5, 10, 15 mm - is available. The spatial resolution of the tomography

can be therefore adapted on request for various plasma conditions. A special care has been taken

to design the collimators, in view to reduce as much as possible variations of the geometrical

factor from detector to detector, and keep an acceptable constrast and uniform statistical signal

uncertainty between them, another important requirement for accurate x-ray profile

reconstruction. The main difficulty arises from the partial transmission of lead, since the x-ray

mass attenuation coefficient x decreases from 100 cm2.g'! for 10 keV photons down to 1 cm2.g']

for 200 keV photons.45 Because of the lack of perfect x-ray absorption at high energy, the

thickness of the diaphragm has to be increased, in order to reduce the fraction of photons

impinging the detector after passing outside from the collimator aperture. Such an occurrence

takes place for radiations whose angle of incidence slightly exceeds the value calculated for a

perfect absorber. However, for a thick collimator, pinhole configuration is not favourable for

outermost detectors with respect to the axis of symmetry of the diaphragm, since the apparent

surface of the x-ray source falls off very rapidly. With an appropriate shaping of the aperture, as

illustrated in Fig. 9, the mean geometrical factor is 2.2x10'3 mm2.str. It varies from +14% for

central detectors of both cameras to -5% (-23%) for edge detectors of the horizontal (vertical)

camera (Fig. 10). The geometrical distortion of the raw line-integrated data remains therefore at an
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acceptable level, while the effect of lead transmission induces a systematic error which never

exceeds 3%.

Finally, on the inner side of the diaphragms of both cameras, a calibrated absorber foil may

be introduced for filtering x rays at low energy. Most experiments are carried out with 0.40 + 0.01

mm thick stainless steel, leading to a maximum x-ray stopping efficiency of the order of 0.7 at hv

-100 keV, as shown in Fig. 11, while no photons are detected below 20 keV. Since thin CdTe

detectors are used, the x-ray detection efficiency decreases rapidly as far as photon energies larger

than 100 keV are concerned. However, above hv = 200 keV, the predominance of the Compton

scattering process makes its mean value nearly constant and close to 0.15.
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IV. DATA ACQUISITION

A. The CdTe detectors

All CdTe detectors used in the cameras are produced and manufactured by the

EURORAD company,46 whose activity is mainly devoted to medical, industrial and scientific

applications of x-ray measurements. Its advanced knowledge in CdTe technology has allowed to

provide a set of premium quality detectors - low impurity level, accurate stoichiometric balance.

Accurate commissioning tests have shown that despite slight differences between response

functions, counting rate measurements integrated over all energy channels differ from less than 10

% from detector to detector in the case of an uniform enlightment provided by a calibrated

radioactive source. Profile reconstructions may be therefore carried out accurately.

In Fig. 12, two typical spectra obtained with radioactive 37Co and 241Am calibration

sources are shown, without any supplementary pulse-processing circuit to reject pulses with

incomplete charge collection, a well known problem for most high-Z semiconductor materials

with wide bandgaps that are suitable for operation at room temperature.37 Indeed, despite a large

polarization voltage of 100 V, charge carriers mobility remains low, particularly for holes. The

photofraction, which is defined as the ratio of the area under the full-energy peak to that under

the entire response function, drops therefore from 0.6 at hv = 59.5 keV down to 0.2 at hv =

122.0 keV.

However, these difficulties are partially offset by characteristics of the bremsstrahlung

energy spectrum, which is a continuous function of photon energies. As shown in Fig. 13, the

deviation between the actual value of photon temperature Tph and its measured counterpart Tph*

without pulse rejection, never exceeds 25%, provided Tph < 40 keV. For higher values of Tph, a

numerical correction is nevertheless needed to recover a right estimate of Tph. Such an approach

requires to determine experimentally energy responses of all CdTe detectors, using an intense x-

ray synchrotron source. However, since this rigorous procedure is very heavy for a large number
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of detectors,47 it is replaced by an approximate approach based on a simple parametric modeling

which is able to reproduce the shape of the instrument function qualitatively, and the measured

photofraction for reference x-ray energies given by radioactive calibration sources (57Co and

241 Am). In the limit Tph» 1, CdTe detector reponse behaves like a Fermi function, leading to a

saturation ofTph* close to 60 keV (Fig. 13). As a consequence, only a coarse estimate of Tph may

be expected with CdTe detectors when this important plasma parameter to qualify the fast

electron distribution function is large. Nevertheless, such an event has never been observed

whatever the plasma heating scheme, as it will be discussed in Sec. VI. This experimental evidence

has confirmed a posteriori, that the use of a dedicated circuit to reject pulses with incomplete

charge collection by sensing their longer rise time may be avoided. Since the counting rate is not

reduced, the capability to determine Tph with a high time resolution may be fully achieved.

Finally, the phenomenon of polarization,37 which under certain conditions of operation

may lead to a gradual time-dependent decrease in the counting rate and charge collection

efficiency, has not been observed so far at a significant level.

B. Multichannel pulse height spectrometry

Processing of pulses from radiation detectors is carried out by a conventional electronic

chain which is optimized for CdTe. Charge collection is performed by a low noise preamplifier

provided by EURORAD (Model R304), which is placed in the close vicinity of the detector, as

shown in Sec. Ill A, to minimize capacitance loading and maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The

sensitivity is 35 mV/MeV, and the decay time 1 ms. Since the maximum output voltage is 5 V

both for positive or negative pulses, count rate much larger than 200 kHz may be achieved

without any saturation effect. No spectrum shape improver is included to the preamplifier in

order to select pulses having a certain shape. Since the required energy resolution is coarse {Ah v =

20 keV), the noise induced by the preamplifier, which correponds to usual spectrometry

standards may be considered as negligible. The output impedance is 50 Q, which minimizes the
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signal loss in driving succeeding components. This small size chip (20 mm x 15 mm, 2 mm thick)

is therefore very well suited for a high integration of the electronics which are installed inside the

camera, in order to fulfill the requirement of a compact instrument.

As shown in Fig. 14, the preamplifier is directly connected on the same inboard card to a

differential driver, in order to minimize pickup noise since the signal must be carried out over

several meters to the shaper which is installed far from the tokamak in a specific bin. A special

care has been taken in the design of electrical connections to avoid undesirable transient signals

induced by nearby systems involving fast switching of large currents. All pair of signal cables are

twisted and shielded independently by a common ground potential. An additional common

electrical stage is set up between the electronic bin and the cameras. Moreover, all ground loops

are systematically eliminated by ensuring that all components are internally grounded to a single

common point for the entire system. With such a conservative approach, noise pickup is always

reduced to a negligible level, even when the RF power level injected in the torus exceeds several

MW.

The linear amplifier used for pulse shaping is a chip of small size (model SHI, 38 mm x 23

mm, 2 mm thick) designed by EURORAD company. Based on a standard double differentiation

or CR-CR-RC technique, its performances are specially optimized for spectrometry with CdTe

detectors. With a bipolar shape and a filter time constant of 0.3 (is, very high count rate may be

achieved, up to several hundred of kHz, without significant distortions of the signal due to pile-

up. The rather large width of the energy channels also contributes to reduce this effect. As

baseline shifts are not severe when a double differentiation technique is used, the linear amplifier

has no pole-zero cancellation, though such an option is possible. Moreover, a fine tuning of the

bipolar output waveform is not critical when only a coarse spectrometry in energy is required.

The gain, which cannot exceed 200, may be adjusted manually by a small potentiometer, for a

convenient energy calibration of the signal.

Before to carry out pulse amplitude analysis, a dedicated circuit, like RITEC PCS-12,48 for

improving energy resolution by a partial compensation of the charge losses may be added. Such a
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module with small dimensions may be also used for pile-up rejection in connection with the SHI

amplifier. However, this option is considered as a possible further upgrade of the diagnostic,

depending upon the required performances for physics studies.

Pulse amplitude analysis is carried out by 8 integral discriminators for each detector, as

shown in Fig. 14. When the leading edge of the input signal amplitude exceeds the discrimination

level, a logic output pulse is produced and stored in few nanoseconds into a standard flip-flop 15-

bit counter. Data acquisition may be therefore performed in a continuous manner with an short

pulse pair resolving time and a negligible dead-time, providing the photon flux does not exceed

150-200 kHz. Since each counter has a buffer capacity of 32768 counts, the upper value of the

sampling time Atmax is given by the flux of photon which is detected. With a reference of 100

kHz, Atmax ~ 3 s. The lower value Atmin is fixed by performances of the local computers - four

units are installed in the bin, each of them connected up to 120 counters - to read and refresh

memories of all counters. As this procedure takes approximately 16(0.s per measurements, Atmin

must be larger than 4 ms to sustain a continuous data flow with 472 counters, which corresponds

to all detectors in operation. Such a value of the sampling time which is routinely used on TORE

SUPRA may be still lowered on request by reducing acquisition duration or considering a reduced

set of detectors. Hence, for some specific studies concerning sawtooth activity and fast electron

dynamics, Atmin = 2 ms has been successfully achieved during 2 s with all detectors. Below 1 ms,

several detectors must always be removed . These operating conditions are usually restricted to

plasmas with a high HXR emissivity, or with a widely open collimating aperture to maintain a

low statistical uncertainty. At a very high sampling rate, other limitations may take place which

are related to storage capacity of local computers and network performances. It turns out that 6

seconds of full acquisition may be routinely achieved with At = 4 ms, while a true continuous

operation requires At > 8 ms. The design of the data acquisition unit is therefore fully compatible

with an objective of 1000 s for TORE SUPRA plasmas, by adjusting At accordingly.49

Finally, the raw photon energy spectrum is determined by performing a numerical

difference between recorded values of two adjacent counters. Relative errors in each channel are
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therefore minimized using this fast and simple technique, since the number of discrimination

levels that must be calibrated is exactly the number of energy channels. Moreover, error does not

propagate from channel to channel, which is an additional argument in favor of this method.

Starting calculations from the lowest energy threshold, the upper channel is obviously not

bounded in energy. However, it may give some interesting details on the fast electron tail, at

energies which exceed the highest threshold.

C. Calibration

Performances of the tomography for profile reconstructions of the HXR emission at

different photon energies strongly relies on the quality of the absolute energy calibration of the

detectors. Such a procedure requires therefore a careful attention. Discrimination levels are set

using a dedicated calibration line which is connected in parallel between the shaper and the integral

discriminator (Fig. 14). This line is a standard multichannel analyzer, with an input impedance of

100 kQ to avoid excessive loading of the signal source and ensure that parameters of calibration

may not change when this specific chain is removed. It is confirmed experimentally that variations

of the signal voltage induced by the calibration line never exceed a level of 0.04% which is

determined numericaly from descriptions of each electrical circuit.

Discrimination levels may be set between 0 and 2.5+0.0098 V by increment of 1 bit on a

8-bit digital scale. In order to use round values for all input signal thresholds, which is more

convenient for data analysis, all gains of the shapers are adjusted manually so that a variation of

Ahv = 1 keV in the photon energy corresponds to AV = 9.8 mV at the output of the shaper. In

these conditions, a conversion of 1 keV per bit is achieved exactly, and the absolute uncertainty

on each energy threshold is therefore ± 1 keV. Therefore, in the case of a bresmsstrahlung energy

spectrum characterized by Tph = 40 keV, corresponding to usual TORE SUPRA discharges when

LH power is injected, a systematic error which noes not exceed ± 6 % is expected on the
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determination of the number of counts recorded in a given energy channel. This value is acceptable

for an accurate profile reconstruction.

The gain 9.8 mV/keV is determined by the calibration line, using radioactive sources

(241Am, 57Co, 109Cd).37 In order to estimate it with a very high accuracy, reference spectra are

measured over 1024 channels. A cross-check of the calibration is finally carried out by a

comparison between the number of pulses measured directly by the 8 integral discriminators and

the one calculated by a software summation using the fine energy spectrum obtained with the

calibration line. It turns out that a very good agreement is found systematically whatever the type

of radioactive source, which confirms either the robustness of the calibration procedure and the

linearity of the whole electronic chain.

Once calibrated, all the discrimination levels may be remotly adjusted to values which are

well suited for physics studies. For TORE SUPRA, the first threshold is therefore set to 20 keV,

and the increment is Ahv - 20 keV. Moreover, levels may be change on request without any new

calibration. After more than one year of continuous experimentation, it turns out that variations

of the room temperature or the magnetic field in the torus hall, as well as rather intense y rays and

neutron irradiations, have never induced any measurable drift of the discrimination levels. This

remarkable stability makes the CdTe detector as one of the best tool to investigate HXR emission

in the agressive environment of a tokamak plasma.

D. Data processing and analysis

The detailed understanding of the HXR measurements is closely linked to the

development of adequate signal processing tools. As illustrated in Fig. 15, a singular value

decomposition (SVD), which is in many aspects similar to the biorthogonal decomposition,50 is

first carried out for noise reduction. Such a powerful procedure allows to identify the fluctuation

level from a global analysis of all spatiotemporal signals at a given photon energy. In practice, the

signal-to-noise ratio is never known a priori, and the upper bound to the number of significant
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components in the eigenmodes expansion is found by locating the transition from a steep to a flat

weight distribution.50 Even if the number of significant components cannot always be determined

unambiguously for this reason , it turns out that in most case, only few of them - 2 or 3 - are

usually needed to model accurately signals with most of the pertinent information. This feature

gives interesting indications on the smoothness of the underlying LH physics on a radial scale of

4-5 cm.

The efficiency of the filtering technique by SVD is illustrated in Figs. 16 and 17, for two

different electron heating conditions. While raw data exhibit strong fluctuations that hide fine

details of the time evolution of HXR profiles, processed signals allow to get an accurate insight in

the fast electron physics. Therefore, using dedicated numerical methods indicated in Fig. 15,

valuable informations may be obtained on the build-up of the non-thermal electron distribution

function. With some assumptions, its shape in momentum space may be deduced from the

photon temperature Tph, a parameter determined by a least-square fit of the photon energy

spectra.21'31 Abel inversion based on maximum entropy, standard or Fischer regularization, Bessel

expansion techniques gives access to the local HXR emission profile, which is roughly

representative of the LH power deposition.51 Finally, it is possible to use an eigenmode

decomposition method to characterize underlying mechanisms concerning the fast electron

dynamics in plasmas. This algorithm allows to calculate values of parameters -diffusion

coefficient, slowing-down time, convective speed - for a given radial transport model whitout any

knowledge on the location or shape of the non-thermal electron source.2423 However, the validity

of such analysis requires some assumptions, in particular that LH power deposition profile does

not evolve with time. The high redundancy in the HXR measurements is a crucial ingredient in

order to get an accurate eigenmode identification.

Analysis of the HXR data is performed by a dedicated software written in MatLab®

language,52 which incorporates all numerical tools to extract pertinent informations and

parameters on the fast electron dynamics and LH physics. Its highly interactive design based on

an extensive use of graphical user interfaces allows fast and convenient investigations of the three
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" dimensions" of the signal (space,time and energy), as well as useful comparisons from shot to

shot.
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V. PERFORMANCES OF THE TOMOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

A. Time, space and energy resolutions

Diagnostic performances of the HXR tomography have been investigated extensively

during the last experimental campaigns. While a time resolution At of 8 ms is routinely used on

TORE SUPRA, it has been lowered successfully down to 4 and even 2 ms for specific studies

involving fast transient evolutions, like sawtooth activity. Such a case is illutrated in Fig. 18,

where the actual sampling time capability of the instrument is fully displayed. The high temporal

resolution which is achieved allows not only to observe large modulations of the HXR emission at

all photon energies in phase with oscillations of the core electron temperature, but also to

highlight some fine details of the fast electron population response to the sawtooth activity. In

particular, the lack of time correlation between the short LH power cut-off at t = 5.8 s and the

HXR emission in the lowest photon energy channel clearly indicates that the bulk contribution to

the signal is predominant between 20 and 40 keV. At higher photon energies, the fraction of the

signal which may be ascribed to the LH-sustained electron tail becomes progressively larger, and

the signature of the sharp drop of the LH power may be well identified.

Besides its powerful sampling time capabilities, the instrument is especially well designed

to investigate profile evolutions at different photon energies, with a high radial accuracy. Main

performances of the diagnostic are displayed in Figs. 19 and 20, for a discharge where LH power

is applied early in the ramp-up phase. Though the input power remains modest (PLH < 1 MW),

large effects on the HXR emission are observed, since electron density level is rather low (ne0 ~

1.6xlO+19 m"3). The main striking point is the clear evidence that time evolution of the HXR

profile emission strongly depends of the photon energy domain. A spectacular difference is thus

observed between core emissions of the first three energy channels, starting at the end of the

ramp-up phase and extending up to more than one second after the onset of the plasma current

flat-top. Conversely, at r/a = 0.3, time evolutions of the HXR emission look like similar,
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whatever the photon energy interval. At tj = 1.315 s, all HXR profiles are peaked, as shown in

Fig. 20 directly from line-integrated data, and after Abel inversion. When LH power reaches its

maximum level, HXR emission clearly saturates at all photon energies, and stays constant up to

the end of the ramp-up phase at t2 = 1.805 s. At the beginning of the plasma current flat-top,

HXR signals start to exhibit very different temporal behaviors as a function of the energy channel.

Hence, at t3 = 2.308 s, the HXR emission is extremely peaked at low energy (Ahv = 20-40 keV),

while at higher energies (Ahv = 40-60 keV, Ahv = 60-80 keV), it is strongly hollow. Then, a

decrease of the signal in the lowest energy channel is observed, which correlates in time with the

rise of the electron density and the related drop of the core electron temperature. Finally, at t4 =

4.905 s, HXR emission is slightly off-axis whatever the photon energy, and radial profiles have an

identical shape.

The ability to diagnose accurately HXR profile evolutions at different photon energies,

which is clearly demonstrated in Figs. 19 and 20 , represents a significant progress towards a

better understanding of the LH wave dynamics, and the achievement of current profile control.

Even if a detailed analysis of the discharge #24682 is beyond the scope of this paper, it is

interesting to notice that similar features have been observed recently in LH-sustained ramp-up

experiments carried out on JET,53 in particular the strong rise of the central electron temperature

followed by a relaxation which starts before LH is turned off at the beginning of the plasma

current flat-top, though this effect is less pronounced for TORE SUPRA. Such a transient

increase of the temperature is usually ascribed to the onset of a core electron transport barrier in

conjunction with a negative central magnetic shear. However, it turns out that a significant

fraction of the LH power must be deposited in the center of the plasma in order to reproduce the

experimental phenomenology by transport simulations, while HXR emission measured above 133

keV is off-axis, and q profile is found to broaden in the region r/a > 0.5 where equilibrium

reconstruction is accurate. Observations on TORE SUPRA, as displayed in Figs. 19 and 20,

confirm that a strong core electron heating takes place. The fact that HXR emission is peaked at

all photon energies, indicates that in the ramp-up phase, LH power is fully absorbed in the core
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of the plasma. As shown in Fig. 19, the thermal contribution of the bulk remains weak in the

lowest energy channel of chord number 42 at t = tj, according to experimental determinations of

the HXR level carried out for this line-of-sight in pure Maxwellian plasmas (see Sec. VI, and Fig.

27). Just after the beginning of the plasma current flat-top, the plasma equilibrium evolves on a

resistive time scale, and the LH power absorption is strongly modified radially. This effect, which

can be well observed at high energy on the HXR emission, is hidden at low energy by the large

relative contribution of the thermal bulk which arises from the conjunction of a high central

electron temperature, low electron density, and fairly high value of the effective charge (Zeff ~ 4).

As it is reported in Fig. 19, the line-integrated emission for chord number 42 at Ahv = 20-40 keV

remains roughly constant, provided it is corrected from the thermal emission, at a level which

corresponds to the hollow profile observed at t - t4. Therefore, since LH power becomes slightly

off-axis on the current plateau (Fig. 20), the source of heat decreases in the core of the plasma,

leading to a small decrease of the central electron temperature. The small rise of neo which occurs

at the same time also contributes to the drop of TeQ. From Abel inversion of the HXR emission, it

turns out that a significant fraction of the LH power is absorbed in the center of the plasma, even

in the stationnary phase.

The transient temporal evolution of Te0 which is observed on TORE SUPRA during LH-

sustained ramp-up experiment takes place without achievement of flat or negative magnetic shear.

Indeed, since in the ramp-up phase, LH power is absorbed straight in the central part of the

plasma, such a regime does not provide suitable conditions for an effective sustainment of a

hollow current density profile. It is worth to note that a similar effect is observed systematically

in very low density ohmic discharges on Te0 but also on the two first energy channels for central

chords (ne0 < 1.5-1.8xlO+19 m"3 in the ramp-up phase), with no clear evidence again of a flat or

negative magnetic shear from equilibrium reconstruction. When discharges are achieved at higher

electron densities, this transient evolution vanishes, either in ohmic and LH-sustained discharges,

at fixed input power level. Though the possibility of an improved core confinement is not

excluded to explain the exact value of Te0, it turns out that most of the phenomenology may be
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explained by a simple analysis which takes into account carefully of the time dependence of the

heat source localization. It has been demonstrated without ambiguity that a tomography of the

HXR emission with high time and space resolutions allows to get detailed insights of the

dynamics of the LH wave. Morever it has been shown that when the thermal contribution to

HXR emissivity is substracted from the measured signals, the non-thermal bremsstrahlung

profiles are identical at all photon energies. This important result indicates that the radial shape of

the suprathermal tail of the electron distribution function is roughly independent of the electron

energy where a significant fraction of the LH power is deposited, as expected from usual ray

tracing and Fokker Planck calculations,21 but also from more phenomenological interpretations

based on three-temperature model.29'31

The knowledge on the build-up of the fast electron distribution function during LH current

drive experiments is also a very exciting aspect of tokamak physics, owing to the well known

problem of the spectral gap.19 Access to an accurate determination of photon energy spectra is

therefore especially important for this purpose. An example of the instrument capability is given

Fig. 21 for a standard LH discharge. For chord number 5 which allows a central observation of the

plasma, the count rate exhibits a usual exponential-like decrease as a function of the photon

energy. The value of the photon temperature Tph* without corrections due to the broad CdTe

energy response as discussed in Sec. IV, remains at a constant level during all the time LH power

is applied. It is worth to note that Tph* ranges between 20 and 35 keV in most LH experiments,

which corresponds approximately to the usual domain 30 keV < Tph < 50 keV observed in many

tokamaks, as deduced from the relation between Tph and Tph* indicated in Fig. 13. In the region

where the LH power is deposited, Tph* has a very weak radial dependence, a feature which has

already been observed on JET,31 but also with the former HXR diagnostic of TORE SUPRA.21

The increase of Tph* beyond mid-radius of the plasma has actually no physical meaning, since the

photon count rate becomes too low at high energies for edge lines-of-sight to perform a correct

estimation of the photon temperature within the large statistical uncertainty.
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Long time acquisition is carried out routinely, as shown in Fig. 22 for a standard non-

inductive current drive discharge in TORE SUPRA, where 3 MW of LH power is injected during

more than 30 s. As expected, the HXR emission measured by a central chord between 40 and 60

keV exhibits a similar time dependence. However, relative fluctuations of the signal are much

larger than those of the LH power. Their amplitudes are randomly distributed around the mean

level deduced from SVD with a Gaussian shape as indicated in Fig. 23, but the variance of the

distribution is 44% larger than it may be expected from Poisson statistics. So, it turns out that

even in quiescent plasma conditions, the suprathermal electron density undergoes a strong level of

fluctuations, which have a full physical meaning and are not induced by measurement

uncertainties. Such a behavior may have some links to the large intermittency of the tail

population already observed by electron cyclotron transmission during LH experiments on

TdeV.54 This effect has important consequences on the meaning of profile reconstruction, because

increasing the sampling time for statistical improvement will not be able to give a line-integrated

profile which has the flux surfaces symmetry required for radial Abel inversion. However, an

appropriate filtering of the data by SVD technique allows to extract a signal which has this

expected symmetry and can be Abel inverted into a radial emissivity profile, that is stable and

depends only on plasma parameters. These observations confirm a posteriori how important is

measurement spatial redundancy in order to process fluctuating data with adequate numerical

techniques, like SVD, and recover the pertinent information.

B. Neutron noise

The determination of the fast electron bremsstrahlung emission under a high neutron and y-

ray flux is a crucial issue for investigations of scenarios which involve combined heating methods.

This question has been adressed in plasma discharge #20564, where ICRH power level exceeds 7

MW in a ion minority heating scheme, while 2 MW of LH power are applied (Fig. 24). The total

neutron flux increases progressively up to a rate of 4x10+12 s"1. Without LH power, the noise
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between 60-80 keV remains at a very low level, of the order of 200 counts.s"1 for a central chord.

Conversely, in the lowest energy channel Ahv = 20-40 keV, a large HXR signal is observed, but

since time evolution of its amplitude is not correlated with the slow rise of the neutron yield, it

cannot be ascribed to neutrons and secondary y rays. By a careful analysis of the data, it can be

shown that giant fluctuations between 20-40 keV are directly linked to the large sawtooth activity

which takes place during ICRH heating. Since the electron temperature is very high in this regime,

the HXR emission at low energy is therefore dominated by thermal bremsstahlung and radiative

recombination of bulk electrons on heavy impurities.

When LH power is turned on, the signature of the non-thermal HXR emission may be well

identified in the energy channel Ahv = 60-80 keV, while the neutron flux is close to its maximum

value. Even if the injected LH power level is much lower than the ICRH one, it turns out that the

signal to noise ratio remains high enough for an accurate determination of the fast electron

bremstrahlung emission, leading therefore to very large operating margins for the diagnostic.

Hence, by assuming that noise induced by neutrons and y rays is roughly proportional to the level

of power which is injected, it can be estimated in a straightforward manner that measurements of

the LH contribution to the HXR emission may be still performed with twice more ICRH power.

In pure deuterium plasmas, the neutron flux reaches 3x10+13 s"1 for 5.5 MW of ICRH power, and

the noise induced in the detectors is then of the order of 4000 counts.s"', in rough agreement with

estimations deduced from discharge #20564.

The knowledge of the photon energy spectra at different radial positions and as a function

of time allows to estimate easily how large is the noise induced by neutrons and y rays. The usual

criterion is based on the change of the slope of the HXR spectrum. While both thermal and non-

thermal electron bremsstrahlung emissions exhibit an exponential-like decrease with photon

energy, the noise level remains roughly constant whatever the energy. The change of slope gives

therefore the threshold above which the electron contribution to the HXR signal vanishes. This

may be clearly observed in Fig. 25, where photon energy spectra during ICRH heating regime and

LH current drive are reported. In the former case, the noise hides the electronic contribution to the
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signal above 60 keV approximately, and only the two first energy channels give details on the

electronic distribution function. Conversely, when LH power is applied, all energy channels are

dominated by the fast electron bremsstahlung emission. The large difference between of HXR

spectra allows therefore to determine without ambiguity in which energy channel noise induced

by neutrons predominates.

C. Miscellaneous problems

With metallic materials or carbon tiles surrounding the plasma, it is important to assess

that thick target bremsstrahlung emission or Compton back-scattering radiations remain always at

a negligible level.36 Since central chords of the vertical camera are in front of the vertical upper

port of the tokamak, this natural radiation dump prevents usually non-plasma HXR emission to

be predominant. A comparison between brightnesses of HC and VC central chords gives therefore

directly an estimate how large the wall contribution may be as compared to its plasma

counterpart. In most experimental conditions, it turns out that levels are very similar, as shown in

Fig. 20, and the local HXR emissivity may be determined successfully from data of all chords by

Abel inversion. This numerical procedure represents a stringent test of the predominance of the

HXR plasma emission, and its consistency with plasma equilibrium parameters obtained by other

diagnostics.

In some cases, however, the brightness measured by chords of the horizontal camera

strongly exceeds the usual plasma level as indicated in Fig. 26, though no specific correlation to

the input LH power may be observed. In the example here considered, two peaks may be well

identified. If one of them corresponds to an inner wall emission close to the equatorial mid-plane,

though no contact between the plasma and carbon tiles occurs, the other has an unknown origin,

since its location may not be linked to any specific object in the torus, or to a symmetry.

Moreover, occurrences of such events remain also unclear, since no signatures may be identified

on time traces of other measured signals. Though no Abel inversion may be carried out using data
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of the horizontal camera in these conditions, the local HXR emissivity may be still estimated

using the vertical camera alone. The need of two cameras placed in a tomographic configuration is

therefore fully justified, since it considerably enhances the diagnosis capability of the instrument,

especially when an anomalous behavior takes place.

During LH current drive discharges, the HXR line-integrated emission is slightly

asymmetrical between high and low field sides, while such a problem is never observed for pure

Maxwellian plasmas (Fig. 17). This effect, which has been also reported in similar conditions on

the ALCATOR-C tokamak,30 may be ascribed to the fact that relativistic electrons preferentially

radiate along their velocity direction, whose vertical component changes sign from either sides of

the magnetic axis since the magnetic field lines have a non-zero poloidal component. This

explanation is very likely, because the observed asymmetry tends to be more important at high

plasma current, which means high poloidal field. A poloidal dependence of the electron

distribution function which results from the trapped population may also play a significant role

in such an effect, and therefore several studies are planned in view to clarify this interesting point.

Much in same way, the possibility of an external contribution arising from the inner wall cannot

be fully ruled out.
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VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Numerous new results concerning both fast electron dynamics and LH current drive have

been already obtained with the HXR tomography. In order to illustrate main diagnostic

capabilities, two typical examples are selected. The first one deals with the HXR emission in pure

Maxwellian hot plasmas, and the second is dedicated to the important problem of LH power

absorption during the onset of a transient negative magnetic shear.

A. HXR emission of pure Maxwellian plasmas

The knowledge of the thermal HXR emission for pure Maxwellian plasmas is critically

important, especially for the lowest energy channels Ahv= 20-40 keV and 40-60 keV, in view to

estimate the non-thermal bremsstrahlung level when both bulk and tail contributions are

significant. In order to cover a wide domain of electron temperature, different heating schemes are

considered, Fast Wave Electron Heating (FWEH) and ion minority heating with ICRH. In the

latter case, sawteeth with large amplitudes are observed at high input power level, which allow to

determine accurately variations of HXR count rate as a function of the central electron

temperature Teo, for fixed values of the central electron density neo and the effective charge Zejj.

The line-integrated HXR emission versus Te0 measured by the central chord number 42 is

reported in Fig. 27 for Ahv = 20-40 keV and 40-60 keV. Data are normalized to Zeff and the

square of the central density ne0, according to the parametric dependence of the bremsstrahlung

emission, for a universal representation whatever plasma conditions. As expected, it turns out

that count rates in both energy channels have similar variations with Te0, and that there is an

excellent continuity between results obtained with different heating schemes which rules out the

possible influence of suprathermal ions on the measured HXR level during minority heating. For

chord number 42, the thermal emission becomes significant, i.e. exceeds roughly 10 counts.s"'.Zeff"

I.ne0[10+19 m"3]"1, when Te0 > 2.5 keV for the lowest energy channel, Te0 > 3.5 keV for the second
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one, and finally Te0 > 5 keV in the third one. A lot of attention must therefore be paid to the

thermal contribution for detailed profile analysis in the core of the plasma during LH current drive

experiments, when central electron temperatures are larger than the above mentionned thresholds.

While at high temperature, the experimental count rate is close to the theoretical value of

the bremsstrahlung emission for a Maxwellian electron distribution function, at low temperature a

large departure is observed. Such a usual discrepancy may be ascribed to the contribution of

radiative recombination with heavy impurities which becomes predominant for cold plasmas." A

shown in Fig. 5, the local emission profile is strongly peaked, and for r/a > 0.3, nearly no thermal

contribution is observed.

B. Negative magnetic shear and LH dynamics

The question of LH power deposition during negative magnetic shear is of critical

importance for achievement of improved tokamak performances, and high-P steady-state

operation. It has been adressed in a transient regime by rising the plasma current from Ip = 0.4

MA up to 1.2 MA after a long stationary phase where 1 MW of LH power is continuously

applied at nearly zero loop voltage (Fig. 28). The toroidal magnetic field is set to BT = 3.9 T. The

fast ramp-up which is performed ensures that the additional current generated by the primary

transformer is transiently deposited off-axis, because of the skin depth effect. This is confirmed

by the rapid drop of the plasma internal inductance /,,

The main striking point is the fast modification of the HXR emission profile at Ahv = 60-

80 keV, which takes place in less than 200 ms when the current density profile starts to broaden.

Since the core electron temperature Te0 is fairly low and remains at a constant level during the

ramp-up phase, the HXR emission in this energy channel is purely non-thermal, and therefore

fully relevant of the LH wave dynamics. While slightly off-axis in the stationary phase, the

profile becomes strongly peaked when a flat or negative magnetive shear is achieved as shown in

Figs. 28 and 29. At the same time, the photon temperature Tph* exhibits a smooth decrease wich
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may be ascribed to the progressive rise of the electron density, a usual evolution which results

from the change of plasma collisionality. It is worth to note that no signature of the high loop

voltage is observed neither on the HXR bremsstrahlung intensity nor the slope of the photon

energy spectra, which rules out a possible large contribution of the core electric field to explain

the change in the HXR profile, in agreement with the expected radial diffusion time scale of the

electric field in the discharge.

The strong peaking of the HXR emission profile in this experiment has some similarities

with LH-sustained current ramp-up which are performed just after the initial start-up of the

discharge. Indeed, as shown in Figs. 19 and 20, HXR emission is also peaked before the current

flat-top is reached. However, it represents a much more correct procedure in order to investigate

the role of the plasma equilibrium on the LH wave dynamics, since initial conditions like the

electric field profile may be well estimated, a critical ingredient for a careful study of such

experiments.

Though a detailed analysis of the whole LH dynamics is beyond the scope of this paper,

this result points out that accurate measurements are strongly needed to build a consistent picture

of the LH wave absorption, especially when the radial current density profile is non-mono tonic.

Obviously, further investigations at higher LH input power level must be carried out, in order to

assess the possibility to sustain a flat or negative magnetic shear triggered by a current ramp-up,

using the LH wave. The HXR tomography, with its high time-space resolution, as well as photon

energy discrimination, appears as a natural tool for this purpose.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The new HXR tomography which has been installed recently on TORE SUPRA has

allowed to investigate details of the LH wave physics and the fast electron dynamics between 20

and 200 keV, at a level of accuracy never reached so far on any tokamak. It is the consequence of

the extensive use of room temperature semiconductor x/y CdTe detectors, which have most of the

desirable features for these types of studies. Since noise induced by neutrons and secondary

y rays is rather weak, new fields of investigations are now open for deuterium plasmas during

combined heating scenarios at high input power level. However, beyond a total neutron flux of

10+14 s"1, it turns out that profile reconstruction of the bremsstrahlung emission becomes very

difficult at all photon energies. With a simultaneaous achievement of high time and space

resolutions (At <4 ms, Ar = 4 cm at the center of the plasma), together with a 8-energy channel

spectrometry for each chord (Ah v = 20 keV), powerful numerical techniques may be used

efficiently to identify physical underlying mechanisms in relation with steady-state sustainment

of negative magnetic shear discharges, enhanced current drive efficiency by synergy between

different heating systems, and fundamental plasma physics problems. Hence, measurements

which have been obtained during a transient current ramp-up phase have shown a progressive

peaking of the non-thermal HXR emission as far as the current density profile starts to broaden

and becomes hollow. Though these results are still preliminary, they emphasize on the

importance of very detailed experimental investigations to give clear answers concerning complex

heating and current drive scenarios. This approach is critical in view to build a comprehensive

and reliable picture of the "advanced tokamak" concept. Much in the same way, the dynamics of

fast electrons during sawtooth activity has been adressed.

More than one year of operation has shown that the behavior of CdTe is extremely stable,

even if detectors are placed in the agressive environment of a tokamak, with large fluxes of

neutrons and y rays, high ambiant varying magnetic field, and RF noise. No evidence of damages

have been yet observed. The high x-ray stopping efficiency of CdTe has allowed to use detectors
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of small dimensions, thus leading to an instrument with a very compact design, easy to calibrate

and to maintain. Moreover, the simple mechanical system for hanging up cameras on the tokamak

with a high geometrical precision, makes possible to install them easily on other tokamaks during

shutdown periods of TORE SUPRA, and investigate the behavior of the fast electron population

in new physics schemes. Hence, recently, the horizontal camera has been moved successfully and

placed in a vertical position on the TCV tokamak for first HXR studies between 10 and 100 keV

of the non-maxwellian electron distribution during ECRH and ECCD experiments.36
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Tab. 1. Comparative performances of standart HXR detectors.40 The silicon diode is not

considered in this study, because of its very low stopping efficiency between 20 and 200 keV, as

well as high density and bandgap semiconductors like Hgl2, Pbl2 or Bi2S3, as these materials

remain largely at the research stage, though offering attractive properties/7

Fig. 1. Variation of the x-ray stopping efficiency as a function of the photon energy for a 2 mm

thick CdTe detector. The arrows indicate the range of energy for most y rays produced by

inelastic neutron scattering in standart built-in materials used for the TORE SUPRA tokamak.

The histogram of the prompt y rays produced by a capture of a thermal neutron by cadmium is

also reported. The shaded area corresponds to the interesting photon energy domain which

extends between 20 and 200 keV.

Fig. 2. X-ray transmission of lead versus photon energy at different thicknesses ranging from 1 to

10 cm. The solid line corresponds to the optimized size for the HXR tomography. The shaded

area corresponds to the interesting photon energy domain which extends between 20 and 200

keV.

Fig. 3. Poloidal cross-section of the TORE SUPRA tokamak showing the position of the plasma

and the lines-of-sight of the HXR tomography. Chords of the horizontal camera (HC) are labeled

from 1 (bottom side) to 21 (top side), and from 22 (high field side) to 59 (low field side) for the

vertical camera (VC). Lines-of-sight 6 and 41 are viewing the geometrical core of the plasma, while

number 16 gives details of the plasma HXR emissivity at mid-radius. The high toroidal field side

is to the left.
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Fig. 4. Three-dimensional artistic view of the arrangement of the horizontal camera at the port

Q03A of TORE SUPRA.

Fig. 5. HXR emission measured between 20 and 40 keV by tomography of a hot Maxwellian

plasma, (a) The measured line-integrated profiles (dots) are strongly peaked at chords 6 (HC) and

42 (VC), as expected from calculated positions of the cameras, taking into account of the

Shafranov shift of the magnetic flux surfaces, (b) Radial dependence of the HXR local emission

deduced from experimental data by Abel inversion. The dot-dashed line in (a) corresponds to the

reconstruction of line-integrated HXR emission from the local profile which is indicated in Fig.

5(b).

Fig. 6. Three-dimensional artistic drawing of the horizontal camera. In the rear side, the card

where all electrical connections are grouped is removed for the sake of clarity.

Fig. 7. Three-dimensional artistic drawing of a support and inboard electronic cards (HC). In (a)

separate elements, (b) joined elements.

Fig. 8. Detailed schematic drawings - top and side views - of the arrangement of the HXR

detectors on the ring-shaped stainless steel support. The pairs of twisted golden wires are

directly connected to the preamplifiers. Each CdTe detector is sticked by a silicon glue on an

epoxy card which is fixed by two cheese-head screws. Usual bias voltages are indicated on the

left. The stainless steel support is electrically connected to the ground.

Fig. 9. (a) Three-dimensional artistic drawing of a removable collimator, with a 5x5 mm2 square

aperture, (b) cross-section of the diaphram. Sizes are indicated in mm.
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Fig. 10. Geometrical factor of both cameras versus the number of the detector, using a collimators

with with a 5x5 mm2 square aperture.

Fig. 11. Stopping efficiency of a 2 mm thick CdTe detector for photon energies ranging between 0

and 400 keV. The dotted line corresponds to the single CdTe detector absorption efficiency, the

dot-dashed line includes contributions of the aluminium vacuum window (lmm thick), 50 cm of

air between the vacuum window and the detector, and the aluminium RF shield in front of the

detector (0.5 mm thick). The thick line takes into account of 0.4 mm thick stailess steel absorber

which is added to cut the lower part of the photon energy spectrum. The latter case corresponds

to standart operating conditions on TORE SUPRA.

Fig. 12. Response of CdTe for different radiation energies. Reference y-ray radioactive sources are

241Am (59.5 keV) and 57Co (122.0 and 136.4 keV). The photofraction versus the photon energy

for a uniform illumination, as deduced from Monte-Carlo calculations for a CdTe detector (5x5

mm2 square surface, 2 mm thick) is indicated in the insert.

Fig. 13. Effect of the photon energy response on the determination of the photon temperature Tph

by a CdTe detector. The dot-dashed line corresponds to the case of an ideal detector with a Dirac

response function. Deviations, which remain small when the photofraction due to Compton

scattering is taken into account (dotted line), becomes large for high value of Tph when pulse

distortions that arise from an incomplete charge collection are not corrected (full line). The latter

curve, which is deduced from a coarse modeling of the CdTe energy response is subject to a rather

large uncertainty for Tph > 40 keV.

Fig. 14. Set-up of the multichannel pulse height spectrometry for a single line-of-sight, including

power supply and detector bias. The module for pulse correction and pile-up rejection is

optional. It is not installed at the present time.
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Fig. 15. HXR data processing tree.

Fig. 16. Noise filtering capability of the SVD procedure, (a) Temporal evolutions of the ICRH

(full line) andLH (dotted line) input powers for the TORE SUPRA discharge #21036. (b) Time

traces of the raw signal recorded by chord number 5 (HC) between 20 and 40 keV before (dotted

line) and after (solid line) singular value decomposition (SVD). While large fluctuations during

ICRH exhibits strong space-time correlations, most of them may be considered as uncorrelated

noise during LH current drive.

Fig. 17. Line-integrated HXR profiles for both cameras between 20 and 40 keV for the TORE

SUPRA discharge #21036. (a) ICRH, t = 7 s, no SVD; (b) ICRH, t = 7 s, SVD; (c) LH, t = 10 s,

no SVD; LH, t = 10 s, SVD. Sampling time is At = 16.384 ms.

Fig. 18. Time resolution of the HXR tomography for TORE SUPRA discharge #25413. Temporal

evolutions of the central electron temperature with large satured sawtooth oscillations, and of the

ICRH and LH input powers. Time traces of the HXR emission recorded by chord number 5,

between (a) 20-40 keV, (b) 40-60 keV, (c) 60-80 keV. Sampling time is At = 4.096 ms. Note that

between 60-80 keV, a clear signature of the transient LH power drop at t = 5.8 s may be

observed, while nothing is detected at lower photon energies.

Fig. 19. Time traces of the plasma current Ip, LH power PLH, central electron density ne0 and

temperature Teo during an LH-sustained ramp-up experiment (TORE SUPRA shot #24682).

Black points and full line correspond respectively to electron temperature measurements

determined by a Bragg diffractometer, and Thomson scattering. The noise filtered evolution of the

electron temperature is also reported as a guideline (dotted line). Temporal evolutions of (a) the

line-integrated emission between 20-40 keV for chord number 42 (full line), the corresponding
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estimated thermal contribution of the bulk (double-dot-dashed line), and the difference between

experimental data and calculations (dashed line), (b) Abel inverted HXR emission at r/a = 0 (full

line) and 0.3 (dashed line) between (a) 20-40 keV, (b) 40-60 keV, (c) 60-80 keV. Sampling time is

At = 8.192 ms. A strong dependence of the core HXR emission as a function of the photon

energy is observed up to t = 3 s. The four vertical lines indicate following reference times - // =

1.315 s (dashed line), t2 = 1.805 s (double-dot-dashed line), t3 = 2.308 s (dot-dashed line), t4 =

4.905 s (dotted line).

Fig. 20. Temporal evolutions of the line-integrated and corresponding Abel inverted HXR

emission profiles at time tj= 1.315 s (dashed line), t3 = 2.308 s (dot-dashed line) and t4 = 4.905 s

(dotted line) defined in Fig. 19, between (a) and (a') 20-40 keV, (b) and (b') 40-60 keV, (c) and

(c') 60-80 keV, during an LH-sustained ramp-up experiment (TORE SUPRA shot #24682).

Sampling time is At = 8.192 ms. When the stationary regime is fully achieved, all HXR profiles

are similar, whatever the photon energy.

Fig. 21. Spectral analysis of the HXR plasma emission during a standart LH current drive

experiment (TORE SUPRA discharge #21036). Sampling time is At = 16.384 ms. (a) Temporal

evolution of the LH input power, (b) energy spectrum of the HXR emission measured by chord

number 5 (HC) at t= 10.0 s and the corresponding exponential best fit. The photon temperature

Tph is 31.1 keV using all energy channels, (c) Temporal evolution of Tph for chord number 5, and

(d) radial profile of Tph and line-integrated HXR emission between 20-40 keV at t= 10.0 s.

Fig. 22. Long time acquisition - 30 s, sampling time At = 16.384 ms - of the HXR emission

(TORE SUPRA discharge #21154). (a) Temporal evolution of the LH power, and (b) of the HXR

emission recorded by chord number 7 (HC) between 40 and 60 keV. Note the large signal

fluctuations level which is analyzed in Fig. 23, despite the noise free LH power input.
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Fig. 23. Distribution of the HXR signal fluctuations between 40 and 60 keV for chord number 7

(HC), (TORE SUPRA discharge #21154). Sampling time isAt = 16.384 ms. The shaded histogram

corresponds to the experimental observation. The variance deduced from a Gaussian fit (full

line, oexp, = 1930) exceeds significantly the value given by the Poisson statistics (dashed

line, Gpoisson = 1340) which is based on the averaged signal level determined by SVD.

Fig. 24. Noise induced by D-D neutrons and secondary y rays in high power plasmas (TORE

SUPRA discharge #20564). Sampling time is At = 4.096 ms. (a) Temporal evolutions of the

ICRH and LH power, (b) total neutron flux, (c) HXR emission measured by chord number 5

(HC) between 20-40 keV and (d) 60-80 keV. No time correlation between the neutron flux and the

HXR signal between 60-80 keV is observed. The large fluctuations of the HXR between 20-40

keV corresponds to a giant sawtooth activity from the bulk electronic contribution during ICRH

which is stabilized when LH power becomes dominant. The two vertical lines indicate reference

times - tj = 7 s (dotted line), /> = 10 s (dashed line), of the HXR energy spectra given in Fig. 25.

Fig. 25. Variation of the HXR energy spectra between two different heating schemes for chord

number 5 (HC, TORE SUPRA discharge #20564). At t = 7 s, a hot Maxwellian plasma is

achieved with 7 MW of ICRH (see Fig. 24). The bulk x-ray bremsstrahlung emission is dominant

up to 60 keV. At higher photon energies, the non-monotonic behavior as a function of the photon

energy is the clear signature of the noise induced by neutrons and energetic secondary y rays

(dotted line). At / = 10 s, the plasma is non-Maxwellian, and only 2 MW of LH power are

injected. The drop of the core electron temperature which is linked to the reduction of the input

power level leads to a strong decrease of the noise induced by neutrons, and a monotonic

spectrum is observed from 20 up to 160 keV (dashed line).

Fig. 26. Transient anomalous HXR emission observed between 60-80 keV on measurements

carried out by chords number 5 (a) and 10 (b) during LH current drive experiments (TORE
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SUPRA discharge #21551). Sampling time is At = 16.384 ms. Temporal evolution of the LH

power is given in (c). As shown in (d), the strongly enhanced HXR emission is very localized in

space and only predominant for the horizontal camera. Since no counterpart of the two giant

peaks is observed with the vertical camera, they are ascribed to a predominant wall

bremsstrahlung emission (open squares). Full squares are representative of the plasma

bremsstrahlung level. The small increase of the HXR emission which is also observed at chord

numbers 53 and 54 (VC) arises likely from plasma wall interactions.

Fig. 27. Maxwellian HXR emission measured by chord number 42 (VC) between (a) 20-40 keV

and (b) 40-60 keV, as a function of the central electron temperature Teo during Fast Wave electron

heating (full square), and ICRH minority heating (open circle without sawtooth activity, full

triangle in presence of sawteeth). The dashed line corresponds to theoretical expectations for the

bremsstrahlung emission, using formula given in Ref. 55.

Fig. 28. Negative magnetic shear experiment (TORE SUPRA discharge #25195). Temporal

evolutions during the fast ramp-up phase of (a) LH (dot-dashed line) and ICRH (dotted line)

input powers, normalized radial location (r/a)HXRPeak where the HXR local emission between 60-

80 keV is peaked (full line), plasma current Ip (dashed line), (b) central safety factor q0 (full line),

internal inductance /, (dashed line), (c) central line-averaged electron density (full line), electron

temperature (dashed line), (d) photon temperature for chord number 42 (VC, full line) and loop

voltage Vioop (dashed line).

Fig. 29. Temporal evolution of (a) the current density profile deduced from polarimetry, and (b)

the HXR local emission between 60-80 keV during a transient negative magnetic shear experiment

(TORE SUPRA discharge #25195). Sampling time is At =49.15 ms. The HXR profile becomes

progressively peaked as far as current density profile starts to broaden and then becomes hollow.
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Detector
Type

Atomic number^0)
Density fg/cm3l

Operating temperature fKl

Linear attenuation u.(d) fern"1!

Linear attenuation |x^ [cm"*!

Stopping efficiency(d-e) \%\

Stopping efficiency^ [%]

Energy resolution^) \%]

Fast neutron y.® fcm'M

Thermal neutron n.01) [cm"^l
Detector pulse rise time [\xs]

Magnetic field shielding

Nal(Tl)
scintillator(a)

46.56

3.67
293
3.70

0.2

52

4

15-25

0.13

0.1

0.5
yes

CsI(Tl)
scintillator(b)

54.02

4.51
293
5.44

0.2

66

5

25-30

0.09

0.1

4.0

yes(')

BGO
scintillator^)

62.52

7.13
293

17.38

0.5

97

9

35-45

0.17

0.03

0.8
yes

Ge
semiconductor

32

5.32
77

1.88

0.3

31

6

< 1

0.13

0.01

< 0.05
no

CdTe
semiconductor

50.12

6.06
293
4.51

0.3

60

6
4 - 10

0.15

37

0.05 - 0.5
no

(a) + photomultiplier only
(d) at E = 122 keV, line emission
(g) from total cross-section at 2.5

(b) + photomultiplier or Si photodiode
of 57Co (e) for a 2 mm thick detector
MeV (h) from total cross-section

(c) Averaged value on elements
(f) at E = 1 MeV
(i) no with Si photodiode

Y. Peysson, F. Imbeaux Table 1


